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Patterns for Computer-Mediated Interaction (Wiley Software Patterns Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The Internet has changed the way we interact and communicate. Two to three decades ago the only way to stay in touch with people was to see them in person, write letters, or use a fixed network phone. At work, we had video conferencing and fax, but that was basically it. The Internet was available, but only few of us actually had an e-mail...
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Anatomy of a Robot (TAB Robotics)McGraw-Hill, 2003
This work looks under the hood of all robotic projects, stimulating teachers, students, and hobbyists to learn more about the gamut of areas associated with control systems and robotics. It offers a unique presentation in providing both theory and philosophy in a technical yet entertaining way.     

       UNDER THE HOOD OF A...
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3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Are you an aspiring game developer with a great idea, but no practical knowledge for turning that idea into reality? 3D Game Programming All in One is the comprehensive guide you need! This new edition updates the original coverage with the latest version of Torque from GarageGames, and provides the very best tools available to the Indie game...
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The Digital Photography Book, Volume 2Peachpit Press, 2008
Scott Kelby, author of the groundbreaking bestseller “The Digital Photography Book, Vol. 1” is back with an entirely new book that picks up right where Vol. 1 left off. It’s more of that “Ah ha—so that’s how they do it,” straight-to-the-point, skip the techno jargon; packed with stuff you can really use...
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Official Ubuntu Book, The (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Ubuntu is a complete, free operating system that emphasizes community, support, and ease of use without compromising speed, power, or flexibility. It’s Linux for human beings, designed for everyone from computer novices to experts. Ubuntu 10.04 is the latest release—more powerful, more flexible, and friendlier than ever. The...
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JUNOS SecurityO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Junos® Security is the complete and authorized introduction to the new Juniper Networks SRX hardware series. This book not only provides a practical, hands-on field guide to deploying, configuring, and operating SRX, it also serves as a reference to help you prepare for any of the Junos Security Certification examinations...
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Sams Teach Yourself Facebook in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	With more than 400 million active users and growing, it’s hard to ignore
	the buzz about Facebook. It’s a hot topic these days, and shows no signs of
	letting up. If you’re ready to get to the bottom of this Internet sensation
	and find out how to use this social networking phenomenon for yourself,...
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Propagation Engineering in Radio Links DesignSpringer, 2013

	To meet telecommunications demands of the world community, it is crucial to employ radio services. Among vast and fast expansions during recent decades, the satellite services, navigational aids, remote sensing, telemetering, audio and video broadcasting, high-speed data communications, mobile radio systems, and some other special radio...
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Becoming FunctionalO'Reilly, 2014

	
		If you have an imperative (and probably object-oriented) programming background, this hands-on book will guide you through the alien world of functional programming. Author Joshua Backfield begins slowly by showing you how to apply the most useful implementation concepts before taking you further into functional-style concepts and...
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Programming ArcGIS 10.1 with Python CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book provides the recipes you need to use Python with AcrGIS for more effective geoprocessing. Shortcuts, scripts, tools, and customizations put you in the driving seat and can dramatically speed up your workflow.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to create geoprocessing scripts with ArcPy
	
		Customize...
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Introduction to Search Engine Marketing and AdWords: A Guide for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2017

	Use Google's AdWords to create your ads. Each chapter goes beyond the tool itself, discussing helpful resources and important issues to keep in mind.  If you are completely new to search engine marketing and AdWords and you want to learn the basics, this guide will introduce you to the content quickly.

	


	...
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System Modeling and Optimization : Proceedings of the 21st IFIP TC7 ConferenceSpringer, 2004
This paper initiates a mathematical theory of aeroelasticity centered
on the canonical problem of the flutter boundary — an instability endemic
to aircraft that limits attainable speed in the subsonic regime.
We develop a continuum mathematical model that exhibits the known
flutter phenomena and yet is amenable to analysis...
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